It is shown that the dynamical diffraction process inside a distorted crystal consists of ordinary dynamical progression inside perfect portions of the crystal and scattering at distortions. The scattered waves proceed as in the perfect crystal and can be multiply scattered. The sum of the primary wave induced at the entrance surface and the waves scattered at distorted parts inside the "inverted Borrmann triangle" gives the resultant wave field at the exit surface.
Introduction
The dynamical diffraction process inside a distorted as well as a perfect crystal can be described by a set of partial differential equations developed by the present author [1] , [2] , Several methods for solving these equations have been developed [2] to [7] . For distorted crystals, the direct numerical integration may be the most convenient one and has been widely used to simulate the contrast of X-ray diffraction topographs of various kinds of defects inside a nearly perfect crystal. In this method one has only to introduce the strain distribution inside the crystal and the boundary conditions comprising the condition of incidence and one gets the simulation of the image, but one cannot get any information about what is happening inside the crystal. The crystal is a kind of black box.
A perturbation approach, i.e. the solution by successive approximation to the equivalent integral equations has been developed [8] , [9] . This method provides an explanation of the diffraction process by the scattering at defects and the ordinary dynamical progression inside perfect portions of the crystal.
A brief decription of this method will be given here.
Theoretical Development
Incident X-rays of the wave number K fall upon a nearly perfect crystal satisfying closely or exactly the Bragg condition concerning a set of lattice planes with the reciprocal lattice vector h. The w^ave (Eqs. (42) of Ref. [2] ). Here so and sh are the oblique coordinates parallel to ko and kh, respectively, C is the polarization factor and ßh the parameter describing the variation from the Bragg condition given by
where k is the mean wave number in the crystal.
Xh is given by
where u(r) is the displacement of the atom at the position r, and Xh the Fourier coefficient of x( r )-The polarizability of the crystal is given by
n(r) being the electron density at r, other notations having their usual meaning. It must be emphasized here that h in (2) is not the "local reciprocal lattice vector",
OSh on which most of the theoretical treatment of [2] was based, but it is in fact the reciprocal lattice vector of the perfect part of the crystal being considered as constant all over the crystal. In (3) the coefficients x'-h an( l Xh are functions of position and ßh is constant. In a similar set of equations ((40) of Ref. [2] ) x'-h a nd Xh are replaced by x~h and Xh (constants) and ßh by ßh (a function of position). Hereafter the wave vector ko is taken as satisfying the Bragg condition exactly so that the value of ßh is always zero, kh satisfying (2). This can be done since the effect caused by adoption of different ko and kh can be compensated by proper choice of the functions ipoi r ) and Differentiation of the first of the Eq. (3) with ßh = 0 with respect to «h and utilization of both of (3) gives
Application of Riemann's method to (6) , the righthand side being considered as a function of so and gives yo(«o, Sh) = Sh)
• exp (-i2nh • u(so, Sh))
where yj ( 0 0) (so, Sh) is the solution for a perfect crystal, given by
Here 0o(so,sh) is the complex amplitude of the incident wave, which is expressed as
ko being the wave vector in the crystal appearing in (2), instead of the usual expression
with the wave vector in vacuum, K, so that
The double integral in (7) is over the inverted Borrmann triangle PAB shown in Fig. 1 ,
being the surface element in («o', Sh') space. The single integral in (8) v(so> -Sh; SQ', Sh') in (7) and (8) is the Riemann funch tion for a perfect crystal at (s0', *n') associated with = F(2NKC £h (s0 -s0') (sh -sh')) the point (s0, sh) given by • tc 2 KC X-hXh(so -s0'),
v(so, sh; s0', sh') (10) where
where Jo is the Bessel function of order 0. This has J\(x) being the Bessel function of order 1.
Equation similar to (6) and (7) can be obtained for ifh, namely 
sin z t/g where v(so, «h! so', Sh') is also given by (10).
If wave functions <fo («o , «h; So', -Sh') and <ph {so, Sh I s0', sh') defined by (fo (so, Sh; «o', Sh') = <5 {Sh -Sh') -F (2 7tKC]/x-^ *h (so -s0') (sh -sh'))
for so ^ so' and Sh ^ Sh', and else zero, and by
for so ^ so' and Sh ^ Sh' and else zero are introduced, (7), (14), (8) and (15) can be written as
V Y>h(so, Sh) = ^h 0) (so, Sh) + JJPh(s0', Sh') (fh(so, Sh; So', Sh') yo(so', Sh') dF',
where
are probability amplitudes of scattering from the transmitted wave (o-wave) to the diffracted wave (/i-wave) and from the o-wave to the h-wave, respectively. The set of Eqs. (18) and (19) is not the solution to the Eqs. (6) and (13) or of the original equations (3), since the integrals include the wave functions ipo and ^h themselves. It is a set of integral equations which is equivalent to the set of differential equations (3) and can be solved by successive approximation. The solutions are given by Wo {So, Sh) = Vo 0) (S0, Sh) + fJP-h(So', Sh') <p-h(s0, Sh; So', Sh')H 0) (So', Sh') dV' V + JJJJ p -h(so', Sh') <p-h(so, sh; So', Sh') Ph(so", Sh") 9?h(s0', Sh'; So", Sh") V V
•^0 ) (so",sh")dF'dF" + "-
and by a similar expression for ^h(so, Sh), where ^o 0) and are given by (8) and (15), respectively.
Results and Discussion
The meaning of the integral equations (18) and (19) is as follows. ^0 ) (r) and tp^(r), given by (20) and (21), are the solutions for the perfect crystal to the Equations (3) by the method of Riemann [2] . For the o-wave, the wave 990(so, Sh; so', Sh') as given by (16) is generated at every point (so', Sh') on the entrance surface exposed to the incident wave, and for the h-wave, (p^(so, Sh; so', Sh') given by (17). All the effects of subsequent repeated Bragg reflections which the waves will suffer during their passage through the crystal are included in the functional form of (po and (p^-Thus when the entrance surface is plane and the incident wave is also plane, the integrals in (20) and (21) give the characteristic amplitude variation of transmitted and diffracted waves giving rise to equal-thickness fringes. This has been shown by Authier and Simon [5] . When the incident wave is very narrow so that 0o (r) in (20) and (21) can be approximated by the (5-function, the integrals in these equations give just <?o(so, ShJ so', Sh') and cph(so, Sh; so', Sh') themselves with appropriate constant factors. This result gives the same amplitude modulation as that of Kato's hyperbolic fringes in the case of spherical wave incidence, since this wave satisfies the Bragg condition only at points in a very narrow range on the surface, and outside this range the phase of &o oscillates so rapidly that it does not contribute appreciably to the integral. The value of Jo(2nKC\! x~h Xh (so -s0') (sh -Sh')), the main factor of 9?h(so, sh; So', Sh') and <p-h(so, sh; s0', sh'), is showm in Fig. 2 , which also shows that the wave generated by scattering at a point Q (so', Sh') spreads only inside the Borrmann triangle QCD (Figure 3 ). This is also the case for the wave cpo(so, Sh; So', Sh').
The double integrals in (18) preciable. The scattering at a single point Q(«o', Sh') from the o-wave to the h-wave is represented by the wave function 9?h(so, Sh; so', Sh'), its amplitude (including phase) being proportional to Ph(so', Sh') and to yo(so', Sh'), which is a resultant wave function of the o-wave composed of yj^ generated at the surface and of o-waves generated by scattering inside the inverted Borrmann triangle QEF (Figure 3) . The scattered wave has an amplitude proportional to 2 and an additional phase factor exTp(i2nh • u) due to the displacement of atoms at and in the close vicinity of Q(so',Sh').
As in the case of the effect of subsequent Bragg reflections is included in the form of (fhi^O: «h; so', Sh') shown in Figure 2 .
A similar explanation holds for the scattering from the h-wave to the o-wave. The wave generated by scattering is <p-h(so, Sh", s0', Sh'), obtained by replacing h by -h in (17), the amplitude being proportional to
and having the additional phase factor exp (-i2nh • u).
Figures 3 a and b depict schematically the diffraction process inside a distorted crystal, (a) for the o-wave and (b) for the h-wave. Each of the waves is composed of those generated at the surface and those from scattering in distorted regions. To avoid confusion only one wave is shown in each case. These generated waves proceed through the crystal with repeated Bragg reflections which are represented by the functions cpo, cp^ and cp_h.
For a precise numerical calculation the method of successive approximation has to be applied. The procedure is rather tedious unless the linear dimension of the distorted part is smaller than the extinction distance. It is not easy to say w r hich of the two methods, the present one or the direct numerical integration of the original equations (3), is more convenient for the purpose. The present method is useful for the general understanding of the dynamical diffraction process inside distorted crystals and for getting characteristic features of the image in diffraction topographs of typical defects in crystals.
